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EXCAVATION INDUCED DAMAGE EVOLUTION
DURING A MINE-BY EXPERIMENT IN OPALINUS CLAY
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In Switzerland Opalinus Clay, a potential host rock formation for a nuclear waste repository, is intensively
studied in the Mont Terri Underground Rock Laboratory (URL) in North-Western Switzerland.

During the 2008 extension of the URL, the construction works were repeatedly interrupted to implement
monitoring systems for a mine-by experiment. The future position of a 24 m long tunnel was instrumented
with 36 different monitoring systems comprising approximately 200 sensors. Key features of this tunnel
were chosen similar to the current Swiss concept
for emplacement tunnels for High Level Radio-
active Waste: circular section, full-face excavation
following the geological bedding, support by a thin
layer of shotcrete and 6 anchors every 1.3 m.

For a mine-by experiment 26 boreholes were
equipped with 7 multipoint extensometers, two
multi segment inclinometer chains and 26 pore
pressure chambers (Figure 1). The data acquisition
system recorded 12 data sets per hour. For seismic
transmission and acoustic emission monitoring,
8 piezo-electric emitters and 15 piezo-electric
receivers were installed in 5 boreholes. The excava-
tion of the instrumented tunnel took place in
October/November 2008. The activities on the site
were monitored with a webcam to separate sponta-
neous and excavation induced rock mass reactions.

Daily mappings of the tunnel face and the sidewalls
revealed the fracture pattern that was generated
ahead of the advancing excavation. Three sets of
excavation activated discontinuities could be
clearly identified. These three sets develop within
the framework of the pre-existing tectonic micro-
faults that generally have a half-meter spacing.
Where their density is high the intensity of excava-
tion induced new slip planes apparently drops.

Despite the presence of microfaults the deformation
monitoring around the advancing tunnel face
showed a remarkably homogenous response to the
excavation. Inclinometer chain segments recorded
continually increasing deflections and deflection
rates over the entire length of the tunnel as the
excavation face passed them at decreasing distances
(Figure 3). Pore pressure peaks (Figure 2)

Figure 1: Sensor array (not all shown). MB Tunnel
measures 4.7 m in diameter and is 24 m long.

Figure 2: Pore water pressure evolution in the
northern sidewall of the tunnel
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systematically increased with decreasing passing distance of the tunnel face (up to 3.3 MPa vs. 2.0 MPa
in the undisturbed state). This strongly supports the idea of homogenous rock conditions prior to mine-by.

Drops of seismic velocities and amplitudes during mine-by coincident with sharply increased deformations
indicated fracture generation in the immediate vicinity of the tunnel face. The creation of fractures is also
revealed by the sharply increased transmissivities in the tunnel nearfield. Transmissivities increase by 1 to
5 orders of magnitude. The locations of the largest increase coincide with the regions that were predicted
to suffer the strongest deformation by the numerical design modelling.

In the Mine-by Experiment a pre-installed 3D sensor arrangement to measure deformation and pore
pressure evolution in the tunnel nearfield was combined with deformation measurements and tunnel
mapping from inside the excavation. The data set provides the base for increasing process understanding
of damage creation around advancing tunnels in Opalinus Clay and will serve as a basis for improving
numerical modelling tools.

Figure 3: Inclinometer chain data recorded
above the MB tunnel during excavation.

Figure 4: Radial exensometers installed at 12 m from
the entrance (here: points at 5 m depth) show time
dependent deformation.


